Abstract-End-to-end measurement is a common tool for network performance diagnosis, primarily because it can reflect user experience and typically requires minimal support from intervening network elements. However, pinpointing the site of performance degradation from end-to-end measurements is a challenging problem. In this paper, we show how end-to-end delay measurements of multicast traffic can be used to infer the under-lying logical multicast tree and the packet delay variance on each of its links. The method does not depend on cooperation from intervening network elements; multicast probing is bandwidth efficient. We establish desirable statistical properties of the estimator, namely consistency and asymptotic normality. We evaluate the approach through simulations, and analyze its failure modes and their probabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation
Monitoring the performance of large communications networks and diagnosing the causes of its degradation is a challenging problem. There are two broad approaches. In the internal approach, direct active or passive measurements are made at or between network elements. This approach has a number of potential limitations: 1) it may not be available for general users; 2) coverage may not span paths of interest; 3) measurements may be disabled during period of high load; 4) there are issues of scale gathering and correlating the measurements in large networks; and 5) composing per-hop measurements to form an end-to-end view is a challenge.
This motivates external approaches, diagnosing problems through end-to-end measurements, without necessarily assuming the cooperation of network elements. There has been much recent experimental work to understand the phenomenology of end-to-end performance (e.g., see [2] , [9] , [21] , [23] , [25] - [27] ). There are presently several measurement infrastructure projects (including CAIDA 1 Surveyor 3 ) that collect and analyze end-to-end measurements across a mesh of paths between a number of hosts. The ping and traceroute diagnostic tools are widely used to determine connectivity, round-trip loss, and delay in IP networks. pathchar [10] extends the approach of traceroute to estimate hop-by-hop link capacities, packet delay, and loss rates. These approaches have several potential drawbacks: 1) delays may not be representative of regular traffic, since their generation of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packets can have low priority in routers; 2) round-trip reporting and possibly asymmetric paths hinder the unambiguous attribution of delays to specific link directions; and 3) ICMP traffic can be disabled by network administrators (a recent study [1] found that more then 50% of probed nodes did not reply to ICMP echo messages because of ICMP filtering along the path).
In response to some of these concerns, a multicast-based approach to active measurement has been proposed in [3] . The idea is that correlation in performance seen on intersecting end-to-end paths can be used to draw inferences about the performance characteristics of their common portion, without cooperation from the network. Multicast traffic is well suited for this since a given packet only occurs once per link in the multicast tree. End-to-end characteristics seen at different endpoints are then highly correlated. In [3] , it was shown how to exploit these correlations in order to determine the per link loss rates in the underlying logical multicast tree. Variations of the basic idea enable the estimation of the packet delay distribution [18] and the underlying multicast topology [15] .
Another advantage of using multicast is scalability. Suppose packets are exchanged on a mesh of paths between a collection of measurement hosts stationed in a network. With unicast, the probe load may grow proportionally to in some links of the network. With multicast, the load grows proportionally to . Offsetting these advantages, multicast is not currently widely deployed, which limits the coverage of the methods. In response to this limitation, unicast variations of the inference methods have been proposed; see Section I-D.
B. Contribution
This paper describes a method to infer the variance of internal link delays from measured end-to-end delays of multicast probe packets. Furthermore, this data can be used to determine the logical multicast topology if it is not supplied in advance. The method rests on (generalizations of) the following observation. Assume first that link delays are independent random variables, both spatially (i.e., between different links) and temporally (i.e., between different packets). Consider the logical multicast topology of the left side of Fig. 1 , in which packets are multicast from the root 0 to receivers at leaf nodes. Let be the delay experienced by packets on link , and let be the cumulative delay experienced along the path from the root 0 to node . Focus on the embedded two-leaf tree formed by the root 0, leaf nodes 1 and 2, and their nearest common ancestor ; see the center of Fig. 1 . From the independence of link delays, we have (1) A more formal proof is given later. Similarly, consider the tree formed by the root 0, the leaf nodes 1 and 3, and their nearest common ancestor j; see the right-hand side of Fig. 1 . Then . Observe that , and and are independent. Therefore,
This expresses the variance of the packet delay on the internal link from node to node in terms of the covariances of source-to-leaf delays. An unbiased estimate of the latter can be formed directly from end-to-end measurements, yielding unbiased estimators for (1) and (2) . Section II specifies the delay model, and these basic estimators for a known topology. In a general topology, there exists a convex family of unbiased delay variance estimators based on (1) and (2) . Each is consistent, i.e., it converges almost surely to the true value. Section III presents estimators for cumulative and link delay variance that have the fastest asymptotic rate of convergence as the number of probes increases. Packet loss reduces the number of packets available for delay estimation, hence slowing convergence rates. We quantify this and describe a version of our estimators that makes maximal use of information from surviving packets. This requires the inversion of an empirical covariance matrix whose dimension grows rapidly with the number of leaf nodes of the tree. In the case of a binary tree, we are able to make use of the natural recursive structure of the tree to simplify the calculation. An algorithm for this is provided in Section IV.
In Section V, we extend the approach to infer the logical multicast topology when this is not supplied in advance. This is based upon the observation that, when link delays are independent, the cumulative delay variance is increasing along paths from the root. According to (1), a sibling pair can be identified by the criterion that their delay covariance is maximal. Repeated application of this criterion allows any binary tree to be identified from the measured delay covariances. This approach is inspired by a related method for the inference of binary trees from end-to-end multicast loss [15] , [28] . The method here extends to general trees. We prove that the resulting topology estimator is consistent and evaluate it through model-based simulations in Section VI. A closer analysis of the modes of failure, and their asymptotic probabilities, is made in Section VII. We conclude in Section VIII. Proofs of the theorems are deferred to the Appendix.
C. Implementation Requirements and Applications
Realization of multicast inference in the Internet requires the availability of participating end-hosts and the transmission of measurement data from the end-hosts to a common location for inference. To date, loss multicast inference has been deployed on a measurement infrastructure comprising a number of hosts, either dedicated or co-opted for measurements. Scheduling and coordination of the measurement and data transmission functions is managed using the National Internet Measurement Infrastructure (NIMI) [20] . We plan to supplement these with delay-based variance inference. Physical topology is currently laid out using the mtrace 4 measurement tool. mtrace reports the route from a multicast source to a receiver, along with other information about that path such as per-hop loss and rate. Presently it does not support delay measurements. A potential drawback for larger topologies is that mtrace does not scale to large numbers of receivers because it needs to run once for each receiver to cover the entire multicast tree. In addition, it relies on multicast routers responding to explicit measurement queries; the feature that can be administratively disabled. As an alternative, we propose topology changes could be detected from ongoing measurements using the methods presented here. Changes in the logical multicast topology would then trigger appropriate mtrace measurements to determine changes in the physical topology. A similar approach could be adopted by multicast applications which benefit from and/or require knowledge of the multicast topology. Several reliable multicast protocols rely on logical hierarchies based on the underlying topology if possible; see, e.g., [24] . Other applications attempt to group receivers that share the same network bottleneck [28] .
While there are benefits to using a fixed infrastructure (e.g., reliability), administrative issues and the use of specialized hosts limits the ubiquity of multicast inference. In addition, transmission of measured data to a common point for inference suffers from the scaling implosion problem, because the aggregate traffic volume is proportional to the number of receivers.
To address these potential limitations, a solution which does not require specialized hosts and that controls the amount of measurement data transmitted has been recently proposed in [5] . This approach exploits the Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP) and its control protocol (RTCP) [30] . RTP is used to carry multicast audio and video over the Internet. Receivers use RTCP to periodically multicast reports to the group for transmission control. In this application, any ongoing RTP transmission (e.g., an RTP audio feed) is regarded as a measurement probe stream, with extended RTCP reporting detailed per-packet measurements [17] . Any third-party host joining the multicast group of ongoing RTCP sessions can monitor RTCP reports of these sessions, collect measurements, and perform inference.
Accuracy of the inferred network characteristics depends on the stability over time of network characteristics and, especially in the in the case of RTP measurements, on the relative stability of the multicast tree during the measurement period. Consider, for example, a 10-kByte/s probe packet stream comprising one 200-byte packet every 20 ms, equivalent to a compressed audio transfer. Ten thousand such packets (even if we often observe convergence with many fewer probes) would require a measurement period of 200 s for transmission, i.e., just over 3 min. Recent measurements show this to be shorter than the typical timescales of changes in end-to-end delay behavior, at least for unicast traffic. In [31] , round-trip delay statistics were found to be reasonably constant over timescales of 10-30 min. Earlier measurements [7] , [23] also exhibited level shifts dividing periods of relative constancy in delay statistics over a timescale of hours. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that, in practice, measurements could usually be completed over periods of relative constancy. We also expect user participation in such sessions to last longer than the 3-min figure given above, in which case relatively stable measurement topology would be covered. This is not a problem in the case of a fixed infrastructure, e.g., NIMI. In case of monitoring an ongoing RTP session, the stability of user membership could affect the inference, depending on the membership dynamics. This will be the subject of future study.
All of the proposed techniques can be also effectively combined with direct measurement approaches to overcome the potential limitations of the latter. Although disablement of ICMP is not currently widespread, nevertheless, direct one-way delay measurement techniques that depend upon them have been found to have limitations when resolution down to individual links is required. Indeed, a recent proposal [1] combines ICMP measurements with tomographic delay inference with the aim of resolving delays at a finer spatial granularity.
The delay-variance estimates themselves can be used to detect links of higher delay variance. The variance of the packet delay (on a link or path) can be used to estimate or bound the variance of the interpacket delay variation. Let be the delay encountered by packet on a given link. The interpacket delay variation (or jitter) between packets and on the link is . Observe . Assuming stationarity and independence, . Measurements of end-to-end delays in the Internet [2] show that end-to-end delays in successive packets are only slightly dependent when the interpacket time is longer than the typical queueing timescales. The dependence is stronger at shorter timescales: successive packets are more likely to queue together. With positive correlation between successive probe delays, ; in this case, is bounded above by , a quantity that we can estimate.
D. Related Work on Unicast Measurements
There has been increasing interest in methodologies for characterizing link-level behavior from end-to-end measurements. In particular, methods to extend the inference techniques to unicast measurements have been recently proposed in [8] and [14] for the inference of loss rates and [8] and [12] for delay distributions and covariance. The premise is that unicast measurements could be used to complement multicast measurements for those portions of the network which do not support multicast.
Use of end-to-end measurements of packet pairs in a tree connecting a single sender to several receivers for estimation of the link delay has been first considered in [8] . The inference of the link-delay distribution is formulated as a maximum-likelihood estimation problem. In [11] , we extend the results in [8] and describe techniques to infer the variance of internal link delays from end-to-end measurements of packet pairs in a tree which generalize the methods we present in this paper.
II. DELAY TREES AND NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION
A. Tree Model
The physical multicast tree comprises network elements (the nodes) and the communication links that join them. The logical multicast tree comprises the branch points of the physical tree and the logical links between them. A logical link comprises a chain of one or more physical links. Thus, each node in the logical tree, except the leaf nodes and possibly the root, have two or more children. We can construct the logical tree from the physical tree by deleting all links with one child and adjusting the links accordingly by directly joining its parent and child.
Let denote a logical multicast tree with nodes and links . We identify one node, the root 0, with the source of probes, and will denote the set of leaf nodes (identified as the set of receivers). A link is internal if neither of its endpoints is the root or a leaf node.
will denote , where 1 denotes the child node of 0, the set of nodes terminating internal nodes. The set of children of node is denoted by . Each node, , apart from the root, has a parent such that ; for simplicity, we shall refer to this link as link . Define recursively the compositions with . Nodes are said to be siblings if they have the same parent. If for some , we say that is descended for (or, equivalently, that is an ancestor of ) and write the corresponding partial order in as . will denote the nearest (i.e., -minimal) common ancestor of and .
B. Delay-Variance Tree Model
The delay on link is a random variable taking values in the extended positive real line . By convention, . The value indicates the packet is lost on the link; is the probability of successful transmission across the link. We assume the are independent random variables. The delay on the path from the root 0 to a node is ; thus, the value indicates that the packet was lost somewhere on the path from 0 to .
Denote the conditional link and cumulative delay variances by and . By the assumption of link delay independence, . We write and call the pair a delay-variance tree. It is called canonical if , . This implies that when . Any noncanonical delay-variance tree can be reduced to canonical form by removing zero variance links and identifying their endpoints. Henceforth, we assume that the underlying delay-variance tree is canonical.
C. Cumulative Delay Variance Estimation
Consider first a logical subtree of a logical multicast tree formed by the root 0 and a nonleaf node with two descendants 1 and 2 that are leaf nodes; see Fig. 1 (center). We assume initially that all delays are finite . Then (3) since, by assumption of mutual independence of the link delays , the random variables , , and are mutually independent. Hence, any unbiased estimator of is also an unbiased estimator of . Let , , , be measured end-to-end delays between the root 0 and leaf nodes 1 and 2, respectively. Abbreviate by and write as . We estimate by the unbiased estimator of , namely where
D. Link Delay-Variance Estimation
By the independence assumption on the link delays . Thus, any family of (unbiased) estimators of the yields unbiased estimators . Generalizations for estimating higher order joint moments are given in [12] .
III. DELAY-VARIANCE ESTIMATION ON GENERAL TREES
A. Unbiased Delay-Variance Estimators
In a general tree, let be the set of distinct pairs of leaf nodes whose least-common ancestor is . Any convex combination (i.e., with the and summing to 1) is also an unbiased estimator of . An example is the uniform estimator (5) A disadvantage with the uniform estimator is that high variance of one of the summands may lead to high estimator variance overall. This motivates choosing coefficients in order to reduce variance. In this section, we assume all delays to be finite with bounded fourth moments. Later we shall relax the finiteness assumption.
We formalize the notion of (possibly random) convex combinations of as a covariance aggregator. This is a sequence (here labels the number of probes) of random weights with and for each , and with the property that each is a function of the end-to-end delays of the first probes.
Let be a family of estimators ( estimates ), each being a function of the end to end delays of the first probes. Given a covariance aggregator , we can estimate by (6) A covariance aggregator is called deterministic if it does not depend on the . We denote the set of such aggregators with indices in
by . An example is the uniform aggregator that was used in the uniform estimator (5):
.
B. Minimum Variance Estimation of Cumulative and Link Delays
Define the covariances , where . We will use to denote the matrix obtained by letting the indices and run over . In the next theorem we characterize the asymptotic distribution of the as , and give a form for the estimator of cumulative variance that has minimum variance.
Theorem 1: (i) For each
, the random variables converge in distribution as to a multivariate Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and covariance matrix . The are consistent estimators of , as is . For a deterministic covariance aggregator , ) converges in distribution as to a Gaussian random variable of mean 0 and variance . (ii) The minimal asymptotic variance is achieved when (7) where denotes the inverse matrix of and ,
. The corresponding asymptotic variance of the variance estimator is . Operationally, the coefficients of the minimum variance estimator of Theorem 1 are to be calculated from an estimate of the covariance matrix . Let . Let denote the empirical covariance matrix with entries (8) is an unbiased estimator of . Estimating by and by potentially introduces bias and increases variance in the estimation of the . However, the following Theorem shows that is consistent and has the same asymptotic variance as .
is a consistent estimator of .
converges in distribution to a Gaussian random variable of mean zero and variance . Given a pair of deterministic covariance aggregators with indices in and , respectively, form an unbiased estimate of as (9) Let denote the -dimensional matrix written in block form as (10) where is the matrix of covariances . Then statements analogous to Theorem 1(ii) follow straightforwardly, using parallel arguments. We state without proof the following.
Theorem 3: (i) For each deterministic covariance aggregator , converges to a Gaussian random variable of mean 0 and variance . (ii) The minimal asymptotic variance of deterministic aggregators is achieved when (11) and takes the value where , , and . Here, the subscripts on , distinguish the subspaces in which these vectors live.
C. Impact of Loss on Estimator Variance
Although lost packets do not yield delay samples at receivers descended from a link where loss occurred, the foregoing still applies to estimation of the delay variance based on received packets. For nodes , define as those packets that reach all nodes in ; the number of such packets is . The probability of a packet reaching all nodes in is , where is the probability of successful transmission over link . Clearly converges almost surely to as . We can adapt the foregoing approach using an estimator of the variance of the cumulative delay of packets reaching , analogous to , by using only those packets in . In the notation of (4), this amounts to the replacements and . It is straightforward to show that all statements of Theorems 1 and 2 hold under the replacements:
, , and and in (8) . Thus, when sampling only probes received at all leaves descended from , the minimal variance estimator of is , convergence being slowed relative to the lossless case, with convergence rates multiplied by . However, this approach does not scale well as the topology grows. Assuming link loss rates to be bounded away from zero, the proportion of packets reaching all receivers in a tree, namely , decays geometrically fast in the number of links in the tree. An alternative that wastes less data, and hence reduces estimator variance, is to use all packets received at and , i.e., in the , not just those in . Define (12) where the sums and run over . is an unbiased estimate on . The asymptotic variance of these estimators is given in the following. 
D. Effect of Model Violation
The fundamental assumption underlying our analysis is the independence of probes delays. In practice, network delays display both spatial dependence (i.e., dependence between delays on different links) and temporal dependence among successive probes on the same link which violates the independence assumption.
With spatial correlation, the covariance among delays on different links is nonzero. From (3), we then have that in general . Estimation of via unbiased estimators of is thus biased, the amount of bias depending on the degree of correlations among delays. We expect small correlations in large networks due to traffic and link diversity. In this case, we can approximate so that estimation via (6) should still yield reasonable results.
With temporal correlation, delay between consecutive probes is not independent. This is to be expected as consecutive probes are expected to experience a similar level of congestion in a link unless large interarrival are used. This poses no problem in presence of short-term correlation, since the estimator still converges provided the underlying process is still stationary and ergodic. The price of correlation, however, is that the convergence rate is slower than when the delays are independent.
E. Inference Accuracy
We investigated the accuracy of the delay-variance estimators through simulations. We conducted model simulations using pseudorandom link delays conforming to the independence assumptions. The delay-variance estimators converged to their true values at the rates predicted by the results of this section. Details of these simulations can be found in [12] . Here we also show results from network-level simulations using ns. 5 These allowed us to simulate probe and background traffic at the packet level, with packet delay and loss occurring through queueing and buffer overflow. In what follows, unless otherwise stated, we focus on the behavior of the minimum variance estimator. We first considered small-scale network simulations using the topology shown in Fig. 2(a) . We arranged for some heterogeneity with the interior of the tree having higher capacity (5 Mb/s) and latency (50 ms) than at the edge (1 Mb/s and 10 ms). Each node had a finite buffer capacity; packet losses were due to drops for the tail of the buffer. We used buffer capacities of 4 and 20 packets in two different sets of experiments. The cross traffic comprised 66 FTP sessions over TCP and 29 UDP traffic sources following an exponential ON-OFF model; there were, on average, around eight background traffic sources per link. In each simulation, we use the source-to-leaf delays of probes as data to infer delay variance per internal link by and from the source to a given internal node. Since the simulations exhibit packet loss, the inference was performed using the algorithms described in Section III-C. Fig. 3 shows scatter plots of 1200 pairs of (inferred, actual) link delay variance, based on 1000 probes, with a buffer capacity of four packets [in Fig. 3(a) ] and with a buffer capacity of 20 packets [in Fig. 3(b) ].
Comparing the plots, we see that inference is more accurate for the simulated network with larger buffer capacities, particularly for small delay variances. We attribute the bias of inference to departures of the delay process from the independence as-sumption of the model. We calculated the off-diagonal elements of the correlation matrix of the actual link delays. For a buffer of size 4, the mean value was 0.071. For a buffer of size 20, the mean was 0.021. Thus correlations were more pronounced for the smaller buffer size, leading to greater inference inaccuracy.
In order to quantify the accuracy of inference, we define a metric for evaluating estimator accuracy. If and are the actual and inferred delay variances (either cumulative to a link or at the link itself), we form their error factor . For example, if is either twice or half , their error factor is 2. As a robust summary statistic to capture the center of the distribution of error factors, we use the two-sided quartile-weighted median (QWM)
, where denotes the th quantile of a given set of error factors.
With the minimum variance estimator, the estimated and actual delay variance differed by QWM of the error factors of about 1.3 for small correlations (buffer size 20) , rising to about a factor 2 for larger correlations (buffer size 4). We found no great advantage in increasing the number of probes to 10 000 since bias becomes a larger part of the errors.
In order to investigate the dependence of estimator performance upon the underlying topology, we simulated larger topologies generated by the gt-itm topology generator. 6 We conducted experiments across the multicast logical tree spanning a source and a set of receivers. Here we show the results for a hierarchical transit-stub network where 24 stub networks are connected via a 12-node transit network (the topology can be found in [19, Fig. 17]) . The entire network comprises 156 nodes. Links between transit nodes have 50-Mb/s capacity and 10-ms propagation delay; the other links have a 10-Mb/s capacity and 5-ms delay. Each link buffer can hold 100 packets.
We selected one source and 38 receivers for the multicast measurements. The logical multicast tree spanning the source and the receivers comprises 62 nodes [see Fig. 2(a) 
For this topology, Fig. 3(c) shows the inferred to the actual link delay variance based on 1000 probes. The QWM of the error factors is 2.09. Inference is more accurate for link variances with values larger than 1 ms . For these values the QWM of error factors is only 1.05. For the smaller variances, results are less accurate; for these values QWM of the error factors grows to 3.53. These large errors are essentially due to: 1) the larger topology which negatively affect the estimator variance and 2) wide link delay-variance spread (remember that link-variance estimation is carried out by difference of cumulative link-delay variances). Nevertheless, estimation errors do not impair identification of those links with largest delay variance.
IV. COMPUTATION FOR LARGE TOPOLOGIES
Computation of a general estimator of or the form requires computation of covariances . Computation of the minimum variance estimator further requires inversion of the -dimensional matrix . Growth of dimensionality with larger topologies is rapid and the computational cost may be prohibitive. For example, in a perfectly balanced tree of depth and branching ratio , the number of covariances calculated in estimating all of the 's grows proportionately to for large . This motivates the use of estimates for the , which, although potentially suboptimal in their variance, are less computationally intensive. We now describe a class of estimators that achieve this by taking advantage of the tree structure.
A. Capitalizing on the Tree Structure
For
, let , i.e., the unique child of that is an ancestor of (or equal to) . A covariance aggregator is called local if it has the following form: (13) where , are two families of (possibly random) elements of [0, 1] with the following properties: (14) along with depending on the first delays and (15) and depending on the first delays . The significance of this form becomes apparent after we define node-averaged delays recursively through with , ; each is an average of the end-to-end delays seen at the receivers in . We associate estimators of through . If we now use a convex combination of [instead of in (6)], we obtain (16) Observe the reduced number of covariances to be calculated in the right-hand side of (16) . Using a local covariance aggregator to combine the allows us to take advantage of the inherent recursive structure of the tree. For the perfectly balanced tree of depth and branching ratio , the number of covariances to be calculated to estimate all grows as , compared with in the general case.
B. Minimal Variance Estimators on Binary Trees
An example of a local aggregator is the uniform local aggregator in which it averages uniformly across siblings with and . However, it is natural to optimize the variance over all local aggregators. Since , such an estimator may not be optimal over the set of all covariance aggregators; put another way, in (7) may not be local. However, we show now that is local for binary trees. This result appears restrictive at first, since not all multicast trees are binary. However, any tree can be extended to a binary tree by the insertion of links with zero delay variance. Since is consistent, the estimated delay variance for these links converges to 0 as : these can then be removed at the end of the calculation. We use this approach when we address topology inference in Section V.
Let denote the -dimensional matrix with entries , and denote the -dimensional matrix with all entries equal 1. In a binary tree, let be the unique sibling of a node . The following theorem (the proof of which can be found in [13] and [32] ) holds.
Theorem 5: is local in a binary tree, with , as follows: (17) has asymptotic variance where .
V. TOPOLOGY INFERENCE THROUGH DELAY-VARIANCE ESTIMATION
In this section, we adapt the foregoing work to infer the underlying tree when it is not known in advance. The key observation is that when is a descendent node of . Consider a binary tree. By the assumption of independent link delays, . Thus, the cumulative delay is maximized when receivers and are siblings. If not, then one of the receivers would have a sibling and the cumulative delay from the root to their ancestor would be greater. Since , the siblings can be identified on the basis of receiver measurements alone. Substituting a composite node that represents their parent and iterating then reconstructs the binary tree. In this section, we formalize this argument and extended it to reconstruct arbitrary canonical delay variance trees.
A. Deterministic Reconstruction of Delay-Variance Trees
We show that canonical delay-variance trees with receiver set are in a one-one correspondence with the set of receiver covariances . We do this by formulating an algorithm to reconstruct the former from the latter. The next subsection adapts the algorithm to infer the tree from measured covariances.
We start with the special case of binary trees. The Deterministic Binary Delay-Variance Tree DBDT Classification Algorithm is shown in Fig. 4 ; it works as follows. denotes the current set of nodes from which a pair of siblings will be chosen, initially equal to the receiver set . We first find the pair that maximizes ; is identified with the pair's parent and replaces and in (line 6). Correspondingly, we adjoin a row and column for to the matrix (line 8). Links and are added to the tree, and their link variances are calculated (line 9). This process is repeated until all sibling pairs have been identified (loop at line 4). If the last parent identified has variance , then, since the tree is canonical, it is the root. Otherwise, we adjoin the root node and link joining it to its single child (line 13). We remark that the and row and column of the matrix could be deleted after line 8 since they are not used after this point.
We say that the algorithm reconstructs the binary delay-variance tree if, given and the , , it produces as its output. Clearly this happens if and only if, before each iteration of the while loop 4 in Fig. 4 , ( , ) can be decomposed in terms of disjoint subtrees and . These subtrees may just be trivial ones comprising a root node . We note also that these trees cover , i.e., . These properties hold before the first while loop and hold subsequently, since each loop of a successful reconstruction amalgamates binary subtrees rooted at siblings.
Theorem 6: DBDT reconstructs any binary canonical delayvariance tree. In a general tree, then is the same for any pair in a sibling set and takes the value . This suggests an extension to DBDT to reconstruct general canonical delay-variance trees, namely in line 5 to find instead the maximal subset such that, for each , . It can be shown that this does reconstruct in the general case. How- ever, we adopt a slightly different approach that is better adapted to inferring the tree from measured data. We use a two-stage approach. We first apply DBDT to an arbitrary tree and observe that the effect is to reconstruct a noncanonical binary tree in which siblings may be separated by links with zero delay variance. In the second stage, we obtain the underlying general tree by pruning, i.e., removing the zero delay-variance links and identifying their endpoints. For later use, we find it useful to specify a generalization of this procedure. For each , the Tree Pruning Algorithm TP acts on a delay-variance tree by pruning all links whose delay variance is less than or equal to . The pruning operation described above is then TP . We specify TP in Fig. 5 .
The algorithm reconstructs the tree if, for each node having children, there is a run of while loops in DBDT that identify binary nodes that include all of the children. We call this run of binary groupings an outer loop.
is a binary subset of , while, for , each is a binary subset of . We assume that a tie-breaking rule is specified for line 4 of Fig. 4 when there is more than one maximizer. For example, select the maximizing pair for which most recently included in and the next most recently included, using an arbitrary initial order for . In this case, can be written as with and for . The outer loop produces the subtree shown in Fig. 6 .
Theorem 7: The Deterministic Delay-Variance Tree algorithm DDT TP DBDT reconstructs any canonical delayvariance tree . 
B. Inference of Loss Tree From Measured Delay Covariances
We present stochastic versions of the above algorithms that estimate topology based on estimated delay covariances. We adapt the minimum variance approach of Section III. Given a pair of nodes , we can estimate by (18) where and is a covariance aggregator. For this estimator, properties analogous to those established in Section III directly follow. In particular, converges to a Gaussian random variable of mean zero and variance , where ; moreover, the minimum variance estimator is achieved when . Denote by the empirical version of , i.e., the covariance matrix with entries given by (8 Fig. 7 . This combines DBDT with the minimum variance estimator from (18) , taking advantage of the tree structure and the optimality of the local aggregator for binary trees. In distinction with DBDT, we exclude the test to see if the last identified is the root, since the event happens with probability zero for continuous delay distributions.
In the following, we will use the notation ( , ) to denote an inferred delay-variance tree; sometimes we will use to distinguish the topology inferred by a particular algorithm .
will denote the probability of false identification of topology of the delay-variance tree ( , ), i.e., . Theorem 9: Let ( , ) be a binary canonical delay variance tree.
Inference of General Trees From Measurements.
The adaptation of DDT to the classification of general loss trees is more complicated than the binary case. In DDT, takes the same value for any two nodes in a sibling set, giving rise to zero loss links between the nodes grouped in an outer loop, which are then pruned by TP . However, using a measured delay, the corresponding estimates will not be equal for finitely many probes. In order to group nodes appropriately, we apply a threshold while pruning, so that links are pruned if the estimated link delay variance does not exceed . For each , the Delay-Variance Tree Classification Algorithm is DT TP BDT. Since link delay-variance estimates become accurate as the number of probes grows to infinity, all links with delay variance greater that should be correctly classified. The proof of the following is similar to that of Theorem 9.
Theorem 10: Let ( , ) be a canonical delay-variance tree in which all link variances for some . For each , DT . Convergence to the true topology requires to be smaller than the internal links delay variance, which are typically not known in advance. A very small value of is more likely to satisfy the above condition but at the cost, as shown in Section VI, of slower classifier convergence. A large value of , on the other hand, is more likely to result in systematically removing links with small delay variance.
In practice, we believe that the choice of does not pose a problem: for many applications, while it is important to correctly identify links with a high loss rate, failure to detect links with small loss rates would be acceptable. In this case, it could be sufficient if the convergence of the inferred topology to TP was obtained from by ignoring links whose loss rates fell below some specific value , which would be regarded as some application-specific minimum delay variance of interest.
The results below establish the desired convergence to for any provided , . The key observation is that, since the deterministic versions of the algorithm reconstruct , so does BDT, as the number of probes grows. Denote . Without further proof we have, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 11: Let ( , ) be a canonical delay-variance tree. For each , such that , , .
(a) (b) (c) Fig. 8 . Dependence of the accuracy on the threshold " and the topology. A fraction of trees correctly classified by DT(") in 1000 simulations over randomly generated 15 nodes tree: link variance is uniformly distributed in the interval (a) [1, 10] and (b) [1, 100] . (c) Different maximum fanout.
C. Effect of Spatial Correlation
In case of spatial correlation, the estimates are biased and do not necessarily converge to . As a consequence, the results shown above do not apply in general and the behavior of the algorithm greatly depends on the amount of bias. In case of small correlation, i.e., when , we can distinguish two cases. In the case that, despite the presence of correlation, iff for all , , and (i.e., when the ordering between covariance and their estimates is preserved), then all results still apply. Indeed, by similar arguments to that of Theorem 10, we can recover (and ) by DT with probability 1 as grows to infinity. Instead, when the conditions above are not met, the inferred topology will converge to a topology , which, in general, will differ from . ( is the unique canonical delay tree with independent delays which is compatible with the end-to-end covariances .) In this case, while it may not be possible to recover , we might still correctly recover the pruned topology as long as the condition TP is verified. We expect this to be the case when the bias is small compared to the chosen threshold , which in this case also has a role of tolerance parameter.
VI. SIMULATION EVALUATION OF TOPOLOGY INFERENCE
We evaluated the accuracy of the classification algorithms through simulation. We first performed model-based simulations, where link delays are independent distributed random variables. We used exponential distributed delays and, unless otherwise stated, we assumed no packet loss. Then we investigated the behavior of the estimator via ns simulations. The ns simulations allow us to investigate the performance of the classification algorithms in a more realistic setting in which the model assumptions can be violated.
A. Model-Based Simulation
Dependence of Accuracy on Threshold . We conducted 1000 simulations over randomly generated trees of 15 nodes and a maximum branching ratio of 3. Link variance was randomly chosen in the interval [1, 10] . Convergence of the estimated topology to the true topology is assured by choosing . In Fig. 8(a) , we plot the fraction of correctly classified trees for 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.9. Except with a small numbers of probes, accuracy is best for
. Smaller values of result in stricter grouping criteria, and thus statistical fluctuations of Fig. 9 . Dependence of the accuracy on loss rate. A fraction of trees correctly classified by DT(") in 1000 simulations over a randomly generated 15 nodes for different loss-rate intervals.
the estimates lead to erroneous exclusion of nodes from groups. Increasing initially decreases the probability of such events, but, as approaches the smallest link delay variance , the probability of falsely including nodes in a group increases. When increases beyond , this link is effectively ignored and so the probability of correct classification drops to zero.
Accuracy Versus Variance Spread and Topology. Accuracy decreases noticeably when the range of link variance is expanded to [1, 100] ; with 1000 probes and 0.75, only about 35% of the trees were correctly classified, see Fig. 8(b) . The corresponding proportion was 100% for variances in [1, 10] . This occurs because large delay variance leads to larger estimator variances, and hence mistaken pairing of nonsibling nodes or erroneous inclusion or exclusion of nodes in a group is more likely to occur. Accuracy decreases for a larger branching ratio. Fig. 8(c) compares accuracy for maximum branching ratios 3 and 4 and 0.5, 0.75, and delay variances in [1, 10] . Larger branching ratios require more pruning operations, thus affording more opportunities for misclassification.
Dependence on Loss. Packet loss increases estimator variance, and hence decreases inference accuracy; see Section III-C. This is evident in Fig. 9 , which displays a fraction of correctly classified trees decreases for various ranges of randomly selected loss rates. Link variance is randomly chosen in the interval [1, 10] and 0.75.
B. ns Simulation
Here we report the results for the ns topology already considered in Section III-E. We conducted 100 ns simulations of the classification algorithm for different values of . In these simulations, DT was never able to correctly classify the topology for as many as 10 000 probes. We found this to be typical for large topologies of this type. The reasons are twofold. First, in a large network, link delay varies a great deal between backbone and access links. The results is a large spread in link delay variances which negatively affects the inference accuracy. On the one hand, most of the choice of threshold values exceeded the variance of the faster links, thus resulting in erroneous pruning. The choice of very small , on the other hand, always resulted in the erroneous exclusion of some node from the relative group in access networks. Second, in such a network scenario, even a small correlation has no negligible effect since estimator bias can easily become of the same order-if not even larger-than the variance of the faster links. Nevertheless, the algorithm performs quite well if we ignore failures to detect links with small delay variance. In Fig. 10(a) , we plot the fraction of experiments in which the topology was correctly identified for selected values of in the interval [1, 200] ms .
The topology itself is sketched in Fig. 11 . (The same topology was obtained for any value chosen in the interval ms .) We observe that the topology is obtained by collapsing all links in the backbone. In this case, correct classification corresponds to correctly identifying which receivers are in the same stub network. Accuracy depends on the relative values of and the internal link delay variances (considering only links with variance larger than ), and it is better for intermediate values. This behavior is identical to that previously observed for the model simulations. It is interesting to observe that misclassifaction was largely due to very few errors. In Fig. 10(b) , we plot the average number of "incorrect" links in the reconstructed topology. Informally, these are the links which should be pruned or added to obtain from . This number thus represents a measure of how the reconstructed topology differs from the (pruned) actual one. For more than 2000 probes, we have that, but for 25 ms (a small threshold resulting in too few pruned links), the reconstructed topology differed from by one link only. We observed that, in fact, most of the time misclassification was only due to either failing to prune one link in the reconstructed topology (smaller value of ) or excessive pruning of one link (larger ). In the first case, receivers in the same stub network were still correctly grouped [see Fig. 12(a) ]; this was not the possible in the second case for some receivers [see Fig. 12(b) ].
VII. TOPOLOGY MISCLASSIFICATION
We analyze in detail the modes of failure of DT and estimate the convergence rates for the probability of correct classification as the number of probes grows. We analyze topology misclassification by focusing on how sets of receivers can be misgrouped in the estimated topology . We formalize the notion of correct receiver grouping as follows. Let denote the set of receivers in the logical multicast topology .
Definition 1:
Let be a delay-variance tree and denote an inferred delay-variance tree. The receivers descended from a node are said to be correctly grouped in if there exists a node such that . In this case, we shall say also that node is correctly classified in .
The notion of correct grouping allows the trees rooted at and to be different; it only requires the sets of receivers descended from and be equal. Correct receiver grouping and correct topology classification are related. In the case of binary trees, the topology is correctly classified if and only if so is every interior node. This property allows us to study topology misclassification by looking at receiver misgrouping. To this end, we consider more general convex combinations of the delay covariances than those expressed by (18) to take into account groups of nodes which may result from nodes misgrouping. For two disjoint subsets of , and , , ,
where is any suitable covariance aggregator. Properties similar to those established in Section V-B hold for these convex combinations. In particular, converges to a Gaussian random variable of mean zero and variance , where .
A. Misgrouping and Misclassification of Binary Trees
We start by studying misgrouping in BDT. Denote by the event that BDT correctly groups nodes in . This happens if (20) for all where . Equation (20) (22) In the case of binary trees, when all groups are correctly formed, so is the topology; therefore, we have that which suggest that versus is asymptotically linear with slope (23)
Modes of Misclassification by
in Experiments. Calculation of the infimum in (23) is in general quite difficult since is a complex function of both the topology and the link variances. Here we use experience from experiments to identify the dominant modes of misclassification and misgrouping. For the binary trees used in Section VI, we plot in Fig. 13 the proportion of links that had variances greater than or equal to a given threshold and were still misclassified by BDT, along with a proportion of experiments in which BDT incorrectly identifies the topology. Observe that errors are dominated by misclassification of low variance links. This suggests that, for large , , where , i.e., the most likely way to misclassify a tree is by not correctly grouping receivers that share the link with smallest variance.
B. Misgrouping and Misclassification by DT
We now turn our attention to the errors in classifying general trees by DT . In the following, without loss of generality, we will study the errors in the classification of the pruned tree BDT , under the assumption that , .
will denote the set of nodes in terminating internal links.
Let ( , ) denote the tree produced by BDT. Then, the final estimate is TP . In distinction with the binary case, incorrect grouping by BDT is sufficient but not necessary for the misclassification. For DT , incorrect classification occurs if any of the following holds: 1) at least one node in is misclassified in ; 2) TP prunes links from that are present in ; 3) TP fails to prune links from that are not present in . Observe that 1) implies that a node such that can be misclassified and still provided that all of the resulting erroneous links are pruned.
We have already analyzed errors of type 1) in the analysis of BDT. Errors of type 2) are excluded if for all (24) for all , since this condition implies that all estimated loss rates of links in the actual tree are greater than . Errors of type 3) are excluded if for all where . The latter conditions ensure that all of the links in the binary tree produced by BDT, which are either results of node misgrouping or corresponding to fictitious links due to binary reconstruction, have estimated variance less than and are hence pruned.
Computation of the misclassification probability BDT follows the same lines of the previous section. Here we summarize the results regarding the asymptotic behavior of DT which are based on the the following result, the proof of which, being similar to that of Theorem 12, is omitted.
Theorem 13: Let ( , ) be a canonical delay-variance tree. For each , , , converges in distribution, as the number of probes , to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance . For large , we expect the logarithms of the probabilities of errors of types 1), 2), and 3) to be asymptotically linear in , with slopes, respectively, , and . The dominant mode of misclassification is that with the lowest slope . Hence, we approximate the misclassification probability to leading exponential order by BDT (25) VIII. CONCLUSION This paper analyzed a novel technique for the inference from end-to-end measurements of the variance of the delay encountered by multicast packets on an internal link. We constructed a convex family of variance estimators and found the estimator of minimal asymptotic variance. Furthermore, the underlying multicast topology can be estimated if it is not known in advance.
We investigated the modes of topology misclassification. We found that misgrouping (i.e., incorrect identification of ancestors) is far less frequent than misclassification for other reasons (false inclusion or exclusion of a link). Errors of the latter type typically apply predominantly to links with small delay variances. The consequences of such errors are expected to be small in measurement infrastructure application in which it is desired to locate the worst link, i.e., that with highest delay variance. Likewise, the algorithms are very accurate at inferring the descendency structure of the tree. This is a useful property if the information obtainable by these methods is to be used, e.g., for grouping receivers for flow control. Errors of inclusion and exclusion apply to links of smallest delay variance.
The model assumes that link delays are independent for different packets and links. Concerning the former, we observe that temporal correlations of a sufficiently short range will not impair the consistency of the estimator, although they will slow down its convergence. Concerning the latter, random early detection (RED) [16] policies in Internet routers may help reduce dependence; evidence for this comes from related work on internal link loss inference [4] . The introduction of RED was found to increase accuracy of inference relative to networks with a Drop from Tail packet discard mechanism.
APPENDIX PROOFS OF THEOREMS
Proof of Theorem 1
(i) The proof follows from standard results in multivariate analysis; convergence to the stated Gaussian random variable follows by [22, Corollary 1.2.18] .
(ii) Since the sum to 1, the proof follows by considering the constrained minimization of with Lagrange multiplier . As a covariance matrix, is positive definite and hence invertible; minimization of the convex function of takes place at the the stationary point . This yields upon normalization. The corresponding minimal asymptotic variance is .
Proof of Theorem 2
Clearly converges almost surely to as . Since matrix inversion is continuous on the set of strictly positive definite matrices, converges almost surely (to ); since each converges to , is consistent. By the -method (see, e.g., [29] ), converges to a Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and variance , where, for , . Differentiating, . But for in and so is constant in the sum. Since the 's sum to 1, the sum in the above is zero. Hence , from which the result directly follows.
Proof of Theorem 4
Convergence to some random Gaussian random variable in (i) is immediate from [22 has the stated property. The proofs of (ii) is analogous to that of Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 6
Suppose the algorithm does not reconstruct the tree. Then there must be an iteration of the while loop for which and are not siblings. Consider , at the start of the first loop that this occurs. Let be the sibling of . since implies , contradicting the maximality of . Since the subtrees comprising ( , ) are disjoint, no ancestor of (or hence of ) can lie in . Since the tree is binary, must have at least two descendants , in , since otherwise would not cover . Since , then , contradicting the maximality of .
Proof of Theorem 7
If the algorithm does not reconstruct, consider the first node for which the outer loop fails to execute, as described above. Consider , at the start of this loop, and assume that is unique. Failure can happen as follows. 
Proof of Theorem 9
Consider DBDT applied to the same canonical delay-variance tree. Denote by the generic binary subset of that maximizes in line 5 of DBDT. Assume initially that is unique. Since the delay-variance tree is canonical, for any other candidate binary set . By the convergence property of Theorem 8, as , and hence . If is not unique, then there is a set of pairs , (some ), each with maximal covariance. Since the tree is canonical, then, after each has been grouped in DBDT, the remaining pairs are still maximizers amongst all pairs of the reduced set in line 10 of Fig. 7 . Hence, the minimizing pairs in are grouped successively. In BDT, the strict equality of the covariances no longer holds for finitely many probes . However, by Theorem 8, the probability that pairs in will yield the smaller values-and so will be grouped successively-converges to 1 as . Hence, .
Proof of Theorem 12
Convergence to a Gaussian random variable follows from the asymptotic normality of each term. The expression for the variance then follows from application of the -method. For the second statement, observe that, for , since for any it follows that . Similarly, we have that for any . Therefore, . The equality is attained for , and for which, for any , and .
